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Abstract. In systems based on organisational speciﬁcations a reoccur-
ring problem remains to be solved in the disparity between the level
of abstractness of the organisational concepts and the concepts used in
the implementation. Organisational speciﬁcations (deliberately) abstract
from general practice, which creates a need to relate the abstract con-
cepts used in the speciﬁcation to concrete ones used in the practice. The
prevailing solution for this problem is the use of counts-as statements.
However, current implementations of counts-as view the relations ex-
pressed in this notion as static ontological classiﬁcations, which presents
problems in dynamic environments where the meaning of abstract con-
cepts can change over time. This limitation has already been solved in
complex formal theoretical investigations, but the results of that study
are far too complex to make a practical implementation. This paper in-
vestigates the limitations of current implementations of counts-as, and
proposes a more ﬂexible implementation based on the use of inheritance
relations.
1 Introduction
A common problem in the design and implementation of complex systems (be it
multiagent systems [6,16] or service-based systems [7]) is the fact that speciﬁca-
tions of the organisation of the system generally abstract from actual practice.
This creates a distinct gap between the ontology of the organisation (containing
abstract concepts such as “means of transport”) and the ontology of the imple-
mentation (containing concrete concepts such as “trucks”; often domain and/or
implementation dependent).
A typical way to solve this is by applying reﬁnement techniques as done in
requirement engineering (see, e.g., [17]) to link the abstract model elements to
concrete concepts at design time. However, this only solves static cases and
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cannot cope with dynamic domains where the link between the abstract and
concrete concepts changes over time (due to unforeseen circumstances). More-
over, using such a method for bridging the gap does not explicitly state how the
concrete and abstract concepts relate, and leaves no information for the system
to reason about diﬀerent implementations (or diﬀerent contexts) at runtime. In
critical domains such as crisis management, it is important to be able to reason
about diﬀerent approaches to solve a crisis and thus requires the ability to reason
about diﬀerent links between the abstract organisational concepts and concrete
concepts used in practice.
It has been proposed already (e.g., see [1,9,10]) that an explicit representation
of the links between the abstract and concrete concepts can be given by the
concept of counts-as. The intuition of counts-as as subsumption relation (that
is, as a relation pertaining to ontologies) to solve this problem was ﬁrst stated
in [11].
“There are usually constraints within any institution according to which
certain states of aﬀairs of a given type count as, or are to be classified
as, states of aﬀairs of another type.” [11]
The notion of counts-as expressed above is limited to a classiﬁcatory view of
counts-as. However, the notion of counts-as is far richer than that of an ontolog-
ical subsumption relation. Early studies of counts-as describe it as being used
as a “constitution of social reality” [13], which, in essence, means that counts-as
statements define, or establish, the appropriate context in which the organisa-
tion must act. In this view, a set of counts-as statements deﬁnes an institutional
frame.
“[...] ‘institutions’ are systems of constitutive rules. Every institutional
fact is underlain by a (system of) rule(s) of the form “X counts as Y in
context C”.” [13]
Thus the fact that an army truck counts-as a means of public transport is not
always true, but only in the context of a large scale evacuation being carried
out. In fact, it can be one of the constitutive rules that deﬁnes what a large scale
evacuation is (that is, the fact that army trucks are being used means that the
evacuation must be a large-scale evacuation). This shows two additional aspects
of counts-as. The aspect of something being constituted, that is, something as
being the result of constitution, and the aspect of something constituting a con-
text. All of these notions of counts-as have been formally investigated by [9] and
given precise semantical senses.
When designing agent systems for complex and dynamic applications such
as crisis management support (or simulation), these counts-as relations play a
crucial role in the design and running of the system. While the high level speci-
ﬁcation of the organisation of the system should stay stable throughout the life
cycle of the system (and thus be as abstract as possible), the actual implemen-
tation of the MAS should be ﬂexible and adapt to changing environments and
contexts. Agents should know that army trucks are not available as means of
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transport when a burst water pipe ﬂoods a street, but are available when the
context becomes that of a large scale evacuation after a dam has been breached.
So, this type of systems should incorporate not only the classiﬁcatory part of
the counts-as relation, but also should implement at least some of the constitutive
elements. The constitutive part of counts-as, however, has only been researched
from a theoretical (mostly formal) point of view so far; no implementations that
can be used in runtime systems exist. In this paper, we explore the possibility
of implementing all aspects of counts-as in the Drools rule engine.
To elucidate the need of these additional elements of counts-as we start this
paper in section 2 with a brief description of the alive project and a discussion
of the kind of dynamic domains the alive project aims to cater to. In alive,
the goal is to create systems that organise services in dynamic contexts to serve
a speciﬁc goal or (organisational) objective. The fact that the context of the
system changes at runtime means that the relations between the abstract and
concrete concepts cannot be ﬁxed on forehand, as the relations between the
abstract and concrete concepts can change during the run of the system. It is
also not possible to deﬁne all the diﬀerent relations for all the diﬀerent contexts
on forehand, because not all the necessary information about all the diﬀerent
contexts is available. A more ﬂexible approach is required, and counts-as provides
just that. In section 3 we proceed by brieﬂy investigating the diﬀerent meanings
of counts-as which are used as a basis for the implementation presented in section
4. Moreover, section 4 contains some considerations about how the constitutive
aspects of counts-as are to be used in solving the problem of dynamic domains
as encountered in the alive project. We end this paper with conclusions and
considerations for future extensions.
2 The ALIVE Project
The research presented in this paper is carried out within the alive project.
alive aims to apply organisational theory to the design and implementation of
software systems. The main focus of the project is to create complex systems
based on the composition of (existing) services, through the addition of levels of
abstraction. The advantage of added levels of abstraction to the design process
of systems is two-fold: 1) it is often more intuitive to think in organisational
structures and interactions while designing complex interactions for services, and
the addition of the layers of abstraction allows for a gradual (ﬂuent) transition
from the system as foreseen to the actual implementation; 2) when changes
happen in the environment (e.g., speciﬁc services become unavailable) the added
levels of abstraction act as an explicit representation of the conceptual steps
made at design, thus giving additional information on why certain interactions
are as they are, which enables the system to dynamically cope with the changes.
To this extend the project attempts to create a framework for software and
service engineering through the combination of the latest in coordination and
organisation mechanisms and model driven design. The layers of abstraction
introduced by the project are the following (from bottom to top).
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– The Service Layer augments and extends existing service models with se-
mantic descriptions to make components aware of their social context and
of the rules of engagement with other services.
– The Coordination Layer provides the means to specify, at a high level, the
patterns of interaction between services, using a variety of powerful coordi-
nation techniques from recent research in the area.
– The Organisation Layer provides context for the other levels – specifying the
organisational rules that govern interaction and using recent developments
in organisational dynamics to allow the structural adaptation of distributed
systems over time.
Adding layers of abstraction to the design process of systems, however, also
creates a major problem. The diﬀerent layers are not necessarily speciﬁed on
the same level of abstraction which means that each are speciﬁed in terms of
a diﬀerent ontology. These diﬀerent ontologies do not match, and in order to
link the speciﬁcations of one level to the next, the ontologies have to be related
somehow.
The organisational layer uses an OperA-like formalisation for the speciﬁca-
tion of the organisational structures and interactions [6]. These structures are
to be used at the Coordination Layer to be transformed into coordination plans
and workﬂows. A possible implementation of the Coordination Layer is through
the use of a multi-agent system. This solution has its advantages in that the
connection between multiagent systems and organisational structures has been
researched to some extent already (e.g., see [6,15]); that is to say, agents can
be created on the basis of the organisational speciﬁcation and designed in such
a way that they comply to that speciﬁcation (as proposed in, e.g., [15]). Using
agents on the Coordination Layer has another advantage in the fact that agents
are autonomous and can be equipped with the means to create elaborate plans
to achieve pre-set goals/objectives (e.g., through the use of multiagent planning
mechanisms such as TÆMS [5,12]). The link from the Coordination Layer to the
Services and Service Layer can be achieved through service invocations and the
design of tools for the assistance of service composition (to allow for more com-
plex service calls and workﬂow enactment). The speciﬁc invocations of services
or service workﬂows are done by the agents playing a role in the organisation.
Although this implementation via an agent system on the coordination layer
(as intermediary between the organisational speciﬁcation and the service prac-
tice) seems intuitive and attractive, it does not circumvent the mentioned prob-
lem of disparity between the abstract organisational concepts and the concrete
(service-based) concepts. While, instead of the need to link three diﬀerent lev-
els, the problem can be reduced to linking just two levels (the agents can be
programmed with either an ontology that closely matches the organisational on-
tology, or with an ontology close to the service one), assuming that the agents
automatically and autonomously come up with the solution to bridge the gap
between the abstract and concrete ontologies is unfeasible.
Bridging the gap between the abstract and concrete concepts is not the only
issue, however. If that was the case, a static solution linking the two levels would
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suﬃce. However,alive aims to deal with dynamic runtime elements as well, which
require the links between the concepts to change during the run of the system. To
give a concrete impression of the kind of dynamic organisations and environments
that the alive project aims to deal with, we brieﬂy discuss one of the alive use-
cases. This use-case scenario, situated in the domain of Crisis Management, will
serve as an example throughout the latter sections of the paper.
2.1 Crisis Management Scenario
One of the domains used by the alive project is situated in the ﬁeld of crisis man-
agement, in particular dealing with the handling of disasters in the Netherlands.
In a densely populated country like the Netherlands where the threat of ﬂood-
ing is matter-of-fact, regional and nation-wide organisation of the management of
crises was required. Crisis management in the Netherlands is organised through
a nation-wide agreement on procedures called the grip. grip stands for “Geco-
ordineerde Regionale Incidentbestrijding Procedures”, which translates to Co-
ordinated Regional Incident handling Procedures. grip describes the required
organisational and management needs for diﬀerent levels of incidents. The ﬁve
diﬀerent grip levels are the following (in increasing severity).
grip-0 Routine accidents.
grip-1 Incidents.
grip-2 Large scale incidents.
grip-3 Disasters concerning multiple regions.
grip-4 Large scale disasters.
grip-0 handles about normal (traﬃc) accidents where no real coordination
is required (coordination between incident handlers is done ad hoc). grip-1 to
4 are the real incident levels, ranging from small incidents that only have an
eﬀect in the immediate region of the incident (grip-1), or that have (apparent)
eﬀect regions of a nearby city (grip-2), nearby cities (grip-3), or even multiple
provinces and/or the whole nation (grip-4). The scaling from one level to an-
other happens in accordance with the severity of the incident (the range of the
apparent aﬀected region is wider because of changes in the incident or because
the incident was more/less severe than anticipated) or because the organisational
infrastructure of a higher level is deemed required to solve the incident.
Instead of using all the diﬀerent grip levels to illustrate our approach we will
focus, due to space limitations, on grip levels 2 and 3. The important aspect
of the grip scenario (and which is covered by our limited scope of just viewing
levels 2 and 3) is that the domain and organisation are of a dynamic nature.
Therefore, the examples will show that static counts-as relations (as modelled
by [1,11]) do not suﬃce and a more complex implementation is required.
3 The Intuitions of Counts-As
Due to the dynamic nature of the domains used by the alive project, it is not
suﬃcient to use static references between the abstract concepts in the organisa-
tional speciﬁcation of the system and the concrete concepts used by the services
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implementing the system. Contexts change during the run of the system, and
the relations between the abstract concepts and the concrete concepts need to
change with them. While in a large scale incident (grip-2) ambulances would
be used to evacuate a hospital that is being threatened to be ﬂooded, in disas-
ter situations (grip-3) the crisis management can call upon the army to assist,
deploying army trucks to evacuate the hospital instead.
As mentioned in section 1, in these domains there is a need to explicitly repre-
sent the relations between the abstract and concrete concepts which can be used
by agents in their reasoning. The need for an explicit representation is the ﬁrst
argument for using counts-as to bridge the gap instead of using reﬁnement tech-
niques from requirements engineering instead. But there is a second argument
for using counts-as relations as well. Let us ﬁrst look at the nature of counts-as
before we further explain this second argument.
The diﬀerent readings of counts-as can be summarised in the example seen in
table 1 presented below (extracted from [9]).
Table 1. Three notions of counts-as
“In normative system Γ , happenings
with severe consequences to the general
safety count as disasters”
Constitutive
“It is always the case that large scale
ﬁres count as happenings with severe
consequences to the general safety”
Classificatory
“In normative system Γ large scale ﬁres
count as disasters”
Proper Class.
In the example, the counts-as locution occurs three times. However, the three
locutions are each of a diﬀerent nature. The second premise is a (generally ac-
knowledged) contextual classiﬁcation concerning an universal context (and can
thus be formalised as ontological subsumption as done in, e.g., [1,11]). The con-
clusion is a “new”, proper contextual classiﬁcation which is considered to hold
with respect to the given system (this requires the extension to a context depen-
dent counts-as as attempted in, e.g., [4,10]). But what about the ﬁrst premise?
The semantic ingredient of the ﬁrst premise is not captured by either notions of
counts-as; it is neither a contextual nor a proper contextual classiﬁcation.
The ﬁrst premise of table 1 is not classiﬁcatory of nature, but is what Searle
referred to as the ability to “constitute social reality”. The counts-as deﬁnes
a context in which that counts-as relation holds. Counts-as has the ability to
change the world. Not in the sense that it aﬀects the physical reality; it makes
no sense to express that “children at the age of 3 counts-as writers”, since 3-year
old children are physically unable to write. Stating that they can does not make
them able to.
Instead, counts-as adds institutional/organisational semantics to real-world
events and concepts (that is, the events and concepts are given meaning in
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the context of the institution/organisation). Doing so can, however, change the
institutional/organisational capabilities of people. That is, counts-as does not
change what people can or cannot do physically, but it does change what people
are allowed/entitled to do institutionally. For instance, a normative system that
states that “a coordinator has executive command in crisis situations” (a norm
of the system) can change the organisational capabilities of a police oﬃcer in
grip-1 because in grip-1 “the ﬁrst police oﬃcer at the scene counts-as the crisis
coordinator” (and again at grip-2 where it holds that “the mayor counts-as the
crisis coordinator”).
The rules and norms related to concepts in the social world change with the
changes made by counts-as. It is this kind of change that counts-as brings to the
world. It creates social facts that determine how situations should happen or how
situations should be handled. Thus, the counts-as does not directly inﬂuence the
world, but it inﬂuences the capabilities/rights of roles, and the way these roles
interact with each other. Counts-as deﬁnes the social (normative) meaning of
things; it deﬁnes the applicability of the norms on brute (real-world) concepts.
This constitutive aspect is the second argument on using counts-as rules for
the speciﬁcation of the links between the abstract and concrete concepts in
complex and dynamic applications. In next section we will see how applying the
constitutive aspect of counts-as would bring important advantages in the crisis
management domain.
3.1 Constitutive Counts-As in Crisis Management
In the crisis management domain it is important that agents are able to reason
about what diﬀerent contexts would bring; for instance, reasoning about whether
a change from grip-2 to grip-3 would allow for better solutions to solve the
crisis in that the army becomes available as evacuation means. Moreover, the
constitutive aspect of counts-as allows agents to change the context to aﬀect the
crisis solving. In short, constitutive counts-as allows the agents to dynamically
change the social reality of the system, thus enabling them to scale from one
grip-level to another when required.
This was already evident from our earlier example; while army trucks are
means of transportation, they are generally not considered to be public transport,
except in the case they are used in a large scale evacuation. This change in
meaning of the concept public transport (in grip-2 it does not include army
trucks, in grip-3 it does) has an impact on the planning possibilities of the agents
in the system. The change of environment enables new (previously unavailable)
means to add to their plans.
Likewise, domain restrictions change their impact on the creation of plans
when the environment changes. While the abstract speciﬁcation of the restric-
tions in the domain (both expressed in norms and in organisational speciﬁca-
tions) remains stable over time, the dynamics of the environment (the changing
of contexts) impacts the interpretation of those restrictions; that is, the norms
and organisational speciﬁcation remain ﬁxed for all situations, but their appli-
cation changes due to changes in the meaning of the abstract concepts used to
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express them. For example, a domain restriction could be that all agents are
under the authority of the operational commander (and obliged to obey his
commands). The role of operational commander can change from one grip to
another, which also means that the organisational structure, and the rights and
authorities of the agents involved changes between contexts. See [2] for a further
elaboration of this kind of organisational and normative dynamics.
The constitutive elements of the counts-as comes into play in the deﬁnition of
the contexts in an environment. These deﬁnitions of contexts play a major role
in determining the current context. During the run of a system in a dynamic
domain such as the crisis management scenario, context changes can happen.
These context changes happen for two diﬀerent reasons:
1. An agent in the system with the appropriate rights/power decrees that a
diﬀerent context is of eﬀect.
2. The situation at hand does not conform to the constitutional deﬁnition of
the current context, and a switch to another context is required.
The former kind of change has to do with notions of power and speech acts
[13,11,3]. The agent with this function has the ability to create or change bridge
rules in the normative system, i.e., the utterance “we can now use army trucks
for evacuation” made by this agent constitutes that army trucks count as public
transport and therefore aﬀects an (indirect) change to grip-3.
The latter change can be observed in the environment and constitutes a kind of
external trigger for changing the context. E.g., when a ﬂooding extends the city
limits it violates the proper classiﬁcatory counts-as part of the grip-2 deﬁnition,
and the situation scales automatically to grip-3.
3.2 Dealing with Sub-contexts and Overlap
In order to be able to implement the above kinds of contextual reasoning in
practice, we have implemented all the afore-mentioned aspects of counts-as into
Drools rules. As we will see in section 4, this allows for ease of use and eﬃcient
reasoning by the agents in the system. However there were some issues to be
tackled, mainly related with the handling of overlapping and subsuming contexts.
As described above, the constitutive counts-as rules deﬁne the social context
in which the counts-as holds. This could, in practice, mean a lot of diﬀerent
rules deﬁning a single social context, which could make it problematic (or rather
ineﬃcient) to use when comparing diﬀerent contexts (e.g., in case when an agent
wants to decide whether a scale-up from grip-2 to grip-3 is required). To deal
with this ineﬃciency at runtime, we consider contexts to only have their unique
counts-as rules (the rules that are not part of any other context). But this re-
quires a proper handling of the occurrence of context subsumptions (i.e. context
A being sub-context of context B) and context overlap (i.e. a non-void intersec-
tion between the scopes of context A and B).
Any domain contains a number of social contexts deﬁned by constitutive
counts-as rules as mentioned above. These constitutive counts-as rules deﬁne
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Fig. 1. Context subsumption
the classiﬁcations that only hold for that context. Global classiﬁcations are con-
sidered to be part of the universal context, which subsumes each deﬁned social
context (i.e., all deﬁned contexts are a sub-context of the universal context). To
deal with subsumed contexts and to allow for quick reasoning about what makes
contexts unique, we limit the counts-as rules in a context to only those rules
which are not contained in any of its parent-contexts. Then, by using context in-
heritance relations we specify that all the counts-as rules that hold in a context
are those contained in its speciﬁcation and any contained in the speciﬁcation of
its parents. Figure 1 shows the subsumption of context C2 by context C1; for
instance, the social context of the grip procedures (C2) being a sub-context of
the social context of crisis management organisations (C1). This basically means
that the worlds in the context of grip are a ‘reﬁnement’ of the worlds in the
context of crisis management organisation; that is to say, these worlds adhere to
both the classiﬁcations made by the parent context as well as to the classiﬁca-
tions speciﬁed by the speciﬁc grip scenarios. Therefore, in a world in the social
context of crisis management organisation, all counts-as rules of C1′ apply, but
in worlds in the social context of grip apply both the counts-as rules from C1′
and C2′ . It is then easy to see that what makes the grip context diﬀerent from
the global context by looking at just the rules speciﬁed in C′2.
Similarly, we can deal with overlapping contexts. Take, for example, the dif-
ferent grip-levels; each are a speciﬁcation of the crisis management situation at
a diﬀerent level of severity, but they all contain elements that remain the same
between them; e.g., ambulances counts-as means of evacuation in both grip-2
and grip-3. There are, however, distinctions between the separate levels as well;
e.g., army trucks count-as means of evacuation only in grip-3, not in grip-2.
In ﬁgure 2 it is visualised how contextual descriptions for C1 and C2 are split:
a) a new shared, parent context (shown as C1&2 in the ﬁgure) that contains
all counts-as rules that are shared between contexts C1 and C2, b) two distinct
sub-contexts (shown as C1′ and C2′ in the ﬁgure) which contain the counts-as
rules that make each original context distinct.
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Fig. 2. Context overlap
By this split it now becomes fairly easy to determine the diﬀerences between
contexts C1 and C2: one looks at the speciﬁc rules for each in C1′ and C2′ ,
respectively. Similarly, it is easy to determine the similarities between contexts
C1 and C2 by looking at their shared parent-context C1&2.
In the next section we show how this can be implemented in Drools.
4 Implementing Counts-As
A prototype of the counts-as has been implemented as a Drools rule ﬁle.
Drools is an open-source Java-based rule engine for declarative reasoning (sup-
porting reasoning based on the standardised Description Logic owl-dl) [14]. Its
rule engine is an implementation of the forward chaining inference Rete algo-
rithm [8].
In Drools we can represent facts by adding them to the knowledge base as
objects of the class Predicate. The following shows an example of the insertion
of Mayor(a) into the knowledge base to express that a (represented as object
obj3 of the domain) is in fact a mayor.
Object obj3 = new Object();
ksession.insert(obj3);
ksession.insert(new Mayor(obj3));
The class Predicate is designed speciﬁcally for the prototype and is the super-
class of every predicate in the system. We also deﬁned the sub-class Context
which means that contexts can be asserted to the knowledge base in a similar
way:
ksession.insert(Context.GRIP2);
ksession.insert(Context.GRIP3);
Deﬁning contexts as concepts in the knowledge base allows us to also refer to them
explicitly and reasonwith them. This is an important advantage over implementa-
tions where contexts are mere labels on the counts-as relations between concepts.
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In order to deﬁne the proper classiﬁcatory counts-as in a speciﬁc context, the
predicate ClassificatoryCountsAs is introduced. This predicate allows for the
expression of classiﬁcatory relations between classes with respect to a context.
ksession.insert(new ClassificatoryCountsAs
(ChiefFire.class, OperationalCommander.class, Context.GRIP2));
ksession.insert(new ClassificatoryCountsAs
(Mayor.class, OperationalCommander.class, Context.GRIP3));
The expressions above show two examples of the classiﬁcatory counts-as, where
the ﬁrst statement expresses that the commander of the ﬁre brigade counts as
the operational commander in grip-2, while the second statement expresses that
in grip-3 the mayor counts-as operational commander, instead.
To implement the uniqueness criterium speciﬁed in subsection 3.2, which al-
lows for more eﬃcient runtime use of the counts-as rules, we implemented the
Drools rule ﬁle to create internal parallel sets of contexts (based on the intu-
itions expressed in ﬁgures 1 and 2 in section 3.2). The ﬁrst rule of ﬁgure 3 shows
how this splitting is done, while the second rule of ﬁgure 3 gives an example of
how one can identify in which (original) context a counts-as rule was formulated.
rule "creation of running contexts"
when
ClassificatoryCountsAs(a : c1, b : c2)
and
lc : TreeSet()
from collect(ClassificatoryCountsAs(c1 == a, c2 == b))
then
RunningContext rc;
rc = new RunningContext(lc);
insertLogical(rc);
end
rule "identify running contexts"
when
cca : ClassificatoryCountsAs(c : context)
and
rc : RunningContext(countsas contains cca)
then
insertLogical(new RunningContextIdentifier(rc, c));
end
Fig. 3. Context splitting
The following shows an example of the context splitting. From three counts-as
rules, of which two of them are the same for two diﬀerent contexts, the result
will be two contexts.
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ksession.insert(new ClassificatoryCountsAs
(Ambulance.class, MeansOfEvacuation.class, Context.GRIP2));
ksession.insert(new ClassificatoryCountsAs
(Ambulance.class, MeansOfEvacuation.class, Context.GRIP3));
ksession.insert(new ClassificatoryCountsAs
(ArmyTruck.class, MeansOfEvacuation.class, Context.GRIP3));
[...]
[GRIP2GRIP3, GRIP3]
The ﬁrst rule of the example expresses that ambulances count as a means of
evacuation in the context of grip-2; the second expresses that ambulances also
count as a means of evacuation in the context of grip-3; the third rule expresses
that in the context of grip-3 army trucks also count as a means of evacuation.
After the splitting of contexts grip-2 and grip-3 containing just these three
rules we end up with two contexts, namely the context which contains the rules
that are present in both grip-2 and grip-3 (ambulances count as means of
evacuation), and the context which gives the reﬁnement of being in context grip-
3, namely that army trucks also count as means of evacuation. The result being
the GRIP2GRIP3 context containing the rule about ambulances being evacuation
means (now unique, as there is no need to specify it twice) and the GRIP3 context
containing only the rule specifying that army trucks are evacuation means. As
explained in subsection 3.2, this split allows for an easy and eﬃcient means to
check the similarities and diﬀerences between the contexts grip-2 and grip-31.
The internal eﬀect of a context activation is the activation of all its shared
contexts (see Figure 4). With the contexts active, their counts-as rules will be
instantiated as active counts-as rules in the rule engine. The counts-as rules are
ﬁred whenever there is a matching predicate. The eﬀect of a ﬁred counts-as rule
is that for each instance of the ﬁrst predicate of the rule, a new instance of the
second predicate of the rule is created.
Closure is provided in the rules ﬁle by automatically detecting which context
should be active based on the active counts-as rules. Figure 5 shows the rules
implemented for this purpose. The ﬁrst rule detects if all the proper classiﬁcatory
counts-as rules for a certain shared context are instantiated, in which case that
shared context will be activated automatically. The second rule checks if all the
shared contexts that belong to a user deﬁned context are active, in which case
the context will be activated.
By using these rules we can identify the concept of a context (like grip-2)
with the counts-as rules related to that context. Having this constitutive relation
between a context and the counts-as rules available we can now also handle the
following scenario of the crisis management.
1 Note that in this example grip-3 ended up as a subcontext of grip-2 because of the
limited scope of the example. In reality, there are other diﬀerences between these
contexts which would show that they instead overlap.
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rule "activate running contexts"
when
ContextActive(c : context)
and
RunningContextIdentifier(rc : runningContext, context == c)
then
insertLogical(new RunningContextActive(rc));
end
rule "classificatory counts-as"
when
rc : RunningContextActive(ca : ClassificatoryCountsAs(y1 : c1, y2 : c2))
and
obj : Predicate(class == y1)
then
insertLogical(new CountsAs(y1, y2));
end
rule "counts-as"
when
c : CountsAs(y1 : c1, y2 : c2)
and
obj : Predicate(class == y1)
then
Predicate instance;
instance = (Predicate)(((Class)y2).newInstance());
instance.setObject(obj.getObject());
insertLogical(instance);
end
Fig. 4. Activation of counts-as rules
Suppose the hospital has to be evacuated due to a ﬂooding. There are not
enough ambulances available to evacuate all people in time. The commander
(chief medic at the location) checks to see what can be done. He can use (special)
army trucks. However, army trucks do not (in general) count-as ambulances.
The commander can check (with the Drools implementation) that army trucks
count-as ambulances in the context of grip-3. (They are part of constituting
grip-3). So, the commander decides to move to the context of grip-3. Now
he has to check what other rules constitute grip-3. One of them states that in
grip-3 the mayor counts-as commander. This means that the commander has
to transfer his command to the mayor.
The scenario shows that we need the context as an explicit concept and also
we need the constitutive aspect of the counts-as rules that deﬁne the context in
order for the commander to be able to deﬁne a switch to another context (grip
level) and realizing the consequences of this switch. The Drools implementation
presented above enables us to do this.
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rule "activate running context"
when
rc : RunningContext(cal : countsas)
and
forall(ca : ClassificatoryCountsAs(a : c1, b : c2) from cal
CountsAs(c1 == a, c2 == b)
)
then
insertLogical(new RunningContextActive(rc));
end
rule "activate context by its running contexts"
when
c : Context()
and
forall(RunningContextIdentifier(rc : runningContext, context == c)
RunningContextActive(runningContext == rc)
)
then
insertLogical(new ContextActive(c));
end
Fig. 5. Automatic activation of contexts
5 Conclusions
Counts-as statements play a crucial role in the design of agent systems for com-
plex and dynamic applications. They are needed to create the links between
the abstract system speciﬁcation and the concrete practice. These links created
between the abstract and concrete ontologies are context dependent.
This paper presents an implementation of the notion of constitutive counts-
as and proper classiﬁcatory counts-as as a means to solve this gap in dynamic
domains. We considered all intricate theoretical aspects of counts-as in the im-
plementation, and the implementation is made in such a way that it allows
for reasoning about the diﬀerences between contexts and the eﬀects of (possi-
ble) context changes. The implementation in Drools is expressive enough to
create the necessary tools for the deﬁnition of contexts and the speciﬁcation of
context-dependent relations which are needed in complex and dynamic domains.
An advantage of the Drools implementation is that it allows reﬂection on the
counts-as statements, thus allowing for agents (with suﬃcient capabilities to do
so) to reason about what changes between contexts, and even to reason about
whether changing a context is a valid option to achieve their (organisational)
objective(s). That means, the implementation of counts-as presented in this pa-
per is such that it not only represents the links in diﬀerent contexts, but also
allows reasoning about the eﬀects of context change.
Drools, in its last version, is an integrated platform supporting rules, work-
flows, and events, fully adapted to object-orientation and working under Java
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and .NET. Its rule engine is an implementation of the forward chaining infer-
ence Rete algorithm. The knowledge base is dynamic, supporting the addition
and removal of facts and rules at runtime, and it works as a truth maintenance
system with logical assertions, supporting Predicate and First-Order Logic.
Drools is nowadays the most powerful and eﬃcient open-source rule engine,
with a strong support from the community. One of the advantages of using
Drools for our implementation is the possibility of contributing our results
back to be included in further releases of the platform.
We are aware of only a few similar approaches towards the use of context-
dependent ontological subsumption rules (i.e., [10] and [4]) that could also be
used to solve the dynamic problem ontologically. While these approaches achieve
similar results in the speciﬁcation of ontological relations that can change de-
pending on the current context, neither of these take any note of the deﬁnition
of contexts themselves. That is, the constitutive aspect of the relation is over-
looked and is not implemented. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt in
implementing the constitutive aspect of counts-as.
For our current application our implementation has all properties that were
needed to deﬁne contexts and be able to reason when and why to change be-
tween contexts. Although the Drools implementation stays quite close to the
theoretical work on the counts-as some “short-cuts” had to be taken. Most no-
tably is that contexts are deﬁned as concepts, on the same level as “domain”
concepts. Of course, the idea is that they will not be used in the same way as
other concepts, because this might lead to circular deﬁnitions of contexts. As
future work we will look more thoroughly at the logical properties that still can
be derived using this implementation.
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